
Expected Value 
• predicting a future average 
• If an event happened over and over again, the expected value is the average value that would occur. 

 
EXAMPLE 1 

 
In the Publisher’s Clearing House sweepstakes, you have the following probabilities of winning different prizes: 
$10,000,000 

000,000,330
1

 

$1,000,000 

000,000,106
1

 

$30,450 

000,000,13
1

 

$1,000 

000,86
1

 

$100 

000,27
1

 

 



a. What is the expected value of the sweepstakes? 
b. Is it worth the cost (mathematically) of a 44¢ stamp to enter? 

 
EXAMPLE 2 
On a winter day, the Acu-Weather Computer gives the following chances of various amounts of snow for the 
next day: 

  Amount Chance 
0 inches 10% 
½ inch 5% 
1 inch 5% 

2 inches 5% 
3 inches 10% 
4 inches 20% 
6 inches 25% 
8 inches 20% 

If you are the meteorologist for a TV station, how much snow should you say we can expect? 
 
EXAMPLE 3 
At the Garrigan Gala, 200 people buy tickets for a special raffle.  The grand prize is a new car with a value of 
around $20,000.  There is also one winner of $2,500 cash, one winner of $1,000 cash, and two winners of 
$500 cash. 

a. What is the expected value? 
b. Tickets for this raffle cost $150 each.  From a mathematical standpoint, is this a good 

deal? 
 
HOW TO FIND EXPECTED VALUE 
 
n1•P(n1) + n2•P(n2) + n3•P(n3) 
 + n4•P(n4) + … 

In advanced math notation, it’s ( )∑ • xPx . 
• Multiply each possible amount times the probability of getting that amount 
• Add up all the answers. 

 
TO DO EXAMPLE 1: 
10000000*1/330000000+1000000*1/106000000+30450*1/13000000+1000*1/86000+100*1/2700
0 = .0574109109 
 

a. The expected value is about 5.7¢ (less than 6¢ per entry). 
(This means if you entered every day for the rest of your life, most of the time you’d lose, but 
you might win enough to average out to winnings of 5.7¢ each time you entered.) 

b. No, it’s not worth paying a 44¢ stamp to enter. 
(Since you win less than 6¢ on average, that’s not enough to balance out the cost of a stamp.) 

 
TO DO EXAMPLE 2: 
0*.10+.5*.05+1*.05+2*.05+3*.10+4*.20+6*.25+8*.20 = 4.375 
So we can expect 4.375 inches of snow.  The meteorologist would probably say something like “a little over 
four inches”. 
 
TO DO EXAMPLE 3: 
Assuming it was possible to win multiple prizes, this would be … 
1/200*20000+1/200*2500+1/200*1000+2/200*500 = 122.5 

a. The expected winnings are $122.50 
b. No, since you’d only win back an average of $122.50 and you pay $150.  (However, this is just 

about the best return you’d ever get on any raffle—because the car is donated.) 



To practice, you can do these problems in your book: 
 
PAGE 437 = #7 – 16  
 
Problem 7 
DVDs 0 1 2 3 4 
Probability .42 .36 .14 .05 .03 
0*.42+1*.36+2*.14 
+3*.05+4*.03 
.91 (or about 1) 
 
Problem 8 

6.3*
10
2

=  

Realistically, you’d say 1 defective battery. 
 
Problem 9 
Accidents 0 1 2 3 4 
Probability .935 .03 .02 .01 .005 
0*.935+1*.03+2*.02 
+3*.01+4*.005 
.12 
 
Problem 10 
Quantity 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Prob. .05 .15 .25 .30 .20 .05 
10*.05+11*.15+12*.25 
+13*.30+14*.20+15*.05 
12.6 
 
Problem 11 
0*.43+1*.19+2*.12 
+3*.09+4*.04+5*.03 
+6*.03+7*.02+8*.05 
1.73 
 
Problem 12 
20*.05+22*.1+24*.35 
+26*.3+28*.15+30*.05 
25.1 (million dollars) 
 
Problem 13 
4.9*3/50+5.0*8/50 
+5.1*12/50+5.2*14/50 
+5.3*8/50+5.4*5/50 
5.162 
Or … (4.9*3+5.0*8 
+5.1*12+5.2*14 
+5.3*8+5.4*5)/50 
5.162 
 
Problem 14 
(4.5*2+4.6*4+4.7*8 
+4.8*20+4.9*14+5.0*12 
+5.1*4)/64 
4.84375 
 
 
 



Problem 15 

25
5000
10100

5000
3500

5000
12000

5000
1

•+•+•+•  

$.61 
Since the cost of a ticket is $1, there is actually a net loss of $.39. 
(This assumes, like the Gala raffle example, that you can win more than one prize.  If you couldn’t, you’d just 
reduce the denominator of the fraction by the number of exhausted prizes—so the second probability would be 
1/4999, the third 3/4998, and the last 10/4995.  The final answer, however, is essentially the same.) 
 
Problem 16 
Since there is a .96 chance he will live, there is a .04 chance he will die (and the company will pay off on the 
policy). 
.04*20000 = $800 
This means the company can expect to pay out an average of $800 for customers like him, so they must 
charge a minimum premium of $800 to earn back their expected expenses. 


